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8 Retinal imaging with an adaptive optics (AO) system usually requires that the eye be centered and stable relative
9 to the exit pupil of the system. Aberrations are then typically corrected inside a fixed circular pupil. This approach

10 can be restrictive when imaging some subjects, since the pupil may not be round and maintaining a stable head
11 position can be difficult. In this paper, we present an automatic algorithm that relaxes these constraints. An image
12 quality metric is computed for each spot of the Shack–Hartmann image to detect the pupil and its boundary, and
13 the control algorithm is applied only to regions within the subject’s pupil. Images on a model eye as well as for five
14 subjects were obtained to show that a system exit pupil larger than the subject’s eye pupil could be used for AO
15 retinal imaging without a reduction in image quality. This algorithm automates the task of selecting pupil size. It
16 also may relax constraints on centering the subject’s pupil and on the shape of the pupil. © 2017 Optical Society of

America

17 OCIS codes: (010.1080) Active or adaptive optics; (170.0110) Imaging systems; (170.4470) Ophthalmology.

18
https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.99.099999

19 1. INTRODUCTION

20 Adaptive optics (AO) correction of the aberrations of the eye to
21 obtain high-resolution images of the retina was first demon-
22 strated in a flood illuminated system [1] and was soon com-
23 bined with scanning laser ophthalmoscopy [2], time domain
24 optical coherence tomography (OCT) [3], and spectral domain
25 OCT [4]. The main components of an AO system typically
26 include a wavefront sensor, a wavefront corrector, and a control
27 algorithm. In most retinal imaging systems, the wavefront
28 sensor is a Shack–Hartmann (SH) type, and the wavefront cor-
29 rector is a deformable mirror (DM). The purpose of the control
30 algorithm is to use the information measured by the wavefront
31 sensor to calculate the signal that is sent to the corrector. While
32 in astronomical applications, the control algorithm uses knowl-
33 edge of the statistics of the time-varying source of aberrations,
34 atmospheric turbulence, this is not the case in retinal imaging
35 AO systems, where the control algorithm is usually an integral
36 controller.
37 There are several problems that arise in maintaining wave-
38 front control during AO retinal imaging. Improved control
39 structures, such as using a Smith predictor [5], a tuned adaptive
40 controller [6], or a waffle or Kolmogorov’s model penalty [7]
41 have been proposed in the literature, but it is not clear which is
42 the best strategy to apply, especially in clinical applications

43where AO imaging in some patients can be challenging due
44to high aberrations, irregular pupils, and eye movements.
45Typically, an active control loop is used to correct dynamics
46in the aberrations themselves. However, eye movements can
47also generate temporal variations in the wavefront control, since
48movements of the eye in relation to the AO correction can
49cause changes in the required AO correction due to shifts in
50the aberration pattern and changes in aberrations with visual
51angle. Eye movements have been addressed by systems that cor-
52rect the pupil position on the fly [8]. While an eye tracker can
53be coupled to the imaging system, some studies have demon-
54strated that the SH images can be used to track the pupil posi-
55tion either by measuring the overall centroid of the whole
56aberrometric image [9] or fitting an ellipse to the illuminated
57lenslets [10].
58In all of these approaches, the measurement of the wavefront
59at the pupil boundary is not precise because the SH lenslets of
60the corresponding positions are not fully illuminated. Errors at
61these boundary locations affect the wavefront reconstruction
62dramatically, even in the measurement of the low-order aber-
63ration [11], thus degrading the image quality quickly. Typically,
64this problem is solved by shrinking the size of the pupil con-
65trolled to an area smaller than the subject’s pupil size [1]. Some
66commercial systems are designed to correct the aberrations in
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67 an area smaller than the average pupil size [12]. This smaller
68 size increases the robustness of the system, but resolution would
69 be increased by increasing the system pupil to match each indi-
70 vidual’s eye pupil. With a system that allowed changing the
71 system control pupil, it was shown that the best image was ob-
72 tained when the size of the system control was slightly smaller
73 than the pupil of the eye [11]. While this paper used an algo-
74 rithm to enlarge the controlled area, extrapolating the phase
75 measurements to improve stability, it was still necessary to select
76 the right pupil size and to maintain the subject’s pupil position
77 at the correct location.
78 Most control algorithms are designed to correct the images
79 in an eye with a circular pupil, often of a fixed size during the
80 measurement. However, even with pharmacological dilation,
81 some subjects’ pupils can change size or are irregular in their
82 shape due to factors such as cataracts or intraocular lenses.
83 The usual approach when dealing with an irregular sized pupil
84 or imaging very eccentric locations in the retina, where pupil
85 shape is elliptical, is to choose the maximum circle size that fits
86 inside the subject’s pupil. Although larger pupils result in better
87 lateral resolution, a smaller pupil that avoids the boundary
88 effects can produce better quality images [11]. However, an
89 algorithm that could dynamically adapt to irregular pupil
90 shapes should improve the image quality in these situations.
91 Instead of fixing programmatically the area where the aber-
92 rations will be measured and corrected, we propose an approach
93 that monitors the wavefront sensor that subtends an area larger
94 than the subject’s pupil and uses the SH images to dynamically
95 detect the pupil shape and position. In this paper, we test this
96 approach by defining a metric to quantify the quality of the
97 image formed by each lenslet of a SH sensor and use this metric
98 to detect the shape and location of the pupil, defined as areas
99 that provide reasonable quality spots. Then, using simple

100 neighborhood rules, the algorithm detects the pupil boundary
101 and bases wavefront control on areas within the pupil. The
102 hypothesis is that we can use strategies for adapting to the
103 “missing” slope estimates within the control loop to perform
104 as well as the situation when we use an optimum match
105 between the system pupil and the individual’s own pupil.
106 Results with these strategies are compared for both a model
107 eye and the eyes of young, normal subjects.

108 2. METHODS

109 A. Imaging System
110 We collected images with an AO scanning laser ophthalmo-
111 scope that has been previously described [13]. Briefly, a laser
112 beam is focused and scanned across the retina in a raster pat-
113 tern, and the light reflected and scattered from the retina is
114 acquired sequentially with an avalanche photodiode to con-
115 struct a retinal image. The aberrations are calculated using a
116 custom SH wavefront sensor with microlenses of 0.3 mm
117 diameter (0.375 mm at the eye’s pupil). Each lenslet had a
118 7.6 mm focal length and imaged the retina onto a CCD camera
119 (Uniq Vision Inc. UP-1830CL). In this system, two DMs in a
120 woofer–tweeter configuration (Imagine Eyes MIRAO DM, 52
121 actuators, and Boston Micromachines MEMS DM, 140 actua-
122 tors) are used to correct the aberrations of the eye. The eye

123pupil, the scanners, the two DMs, and the lenslet array of
124the wavefront sensor are optically conjugated.
125The spots formed by the lenslets on the SH camera were
126searched for within the 45 × 45 pixels area subtended by each
127lenslet on the CCD. The spot location was calculated using a
128shrinking-box approach [14] with a two-step algorithm: first
129the pixel with the highest intensity was located, and then
130the centroid of the surrounding area (square of 20 × 20 pixels)
131was calculated.
132The images of the model eye were obtained with the
133typical system configuration whose exit pupil is 8 mm. For
134the human testing, the pupil of the system was magnified to
135allow us to test the ability of the algorithm to automatically
136select the largest available pupil within the SH imaging pupil;
137we moved the final spherical mirror of the system to expand the
138system exit pupil to 9.3 mm. This resulted in a slightly smaller
139retinal scanned area and also changed the system aberrations
140somewhat, but allowed us to better test the ability of the
141algorithms when the subject’s pupil moved within a larger
142system pupil.

143B. Lenslet Quality Metric
144We defined a metric to estimate the quality of the spot formed
145by each lenslet on the CCD of the SH to identify those
146whose conjugated position was inside the subject’s pupil.
147The metric was defined as the ratio between the light in the
148area close to the centroid (20 × 20 pixels square) and the total
149intensity over the entire CCD area subtended by each lenslet
150(45 × 45 pixels square). The spots formed with light reflected
151from the retina through relatively clear ocular media are focused
152onto the camera surface, and as a result, the corresponding lens-
153let will result in a high metric value. In the areas conjugated to
154positions outside the subject’s pupil, or where light is backscat-
155tered from the cornea or from lenticular opacities, the SH
156lenslet will poorly focus the light, resulting in spread of light
157at the plane of the CCD, and these lenslets will score a low
158metric value.
159A threshold was established to discriminate the areas where
160lenslets formed concentrated spots. The lenslets whose metric
161was lower than this threshold were marked as “rejected” and
162classified for exclusion.

163C. Boundary of the Pupil
164Once all of the lenslets were classified for inclusion or exclusion
165using the spot quality metric, the boundary of the pupil was
166calculated using neighborhood rules. In the rectangular array
167of the SH used, each lenslet has eight neighbors. A lenslet
168was marked as boundary if it had at least two neighboring lens-
169lets marked as rejected, i.e., if at least two neighbor lenses’met-
170ric was below the threshold. An example for one of the subjects
171can be seen in Fig. 1.

172D. Adaptive Optics Control Algorithm
173We used a direct slope algorithm [15,16] that attempts to cor-
174rect the wavefront by zeroing the local slope vector measured by
175the SH. In the direct slope controls, a linear relationship is as-
176sumed between the movement of themmirror actuator and the
177n SH spot displacement in both horizontal and vertical direc-
178tions with the equation
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179 where Aii;x and Aij;y are the influence of the actuator j on the
180 components x and y of the spot i. To calculate actuator
181 commands with each measurement of slopes obtained with
182 the SH, the inverse relationship is needed, and a pseudoinverse
183 is typically computed using a singular value decomposition.
184 However, the direct use of the pseudoinverse, m � A�s,
185 is often not stable, and typically some modes are re-
186 moved [7,17] or muffled using a damped least-squares ap-
187 proach [18,19]:

m � �ATA� λl�−1AT s:

188 The resulting matrix that is used to calculate the actuator
189 commands with the slopes measured in the SH, m � Cs is
190 known as the control matrix [20]. In our case, we used a
191 Lagrange multiplier to combine the two mirrors into a single
192 control matrix [19,21], which provides a damped least-squares
193 error control.

194 E. Processing of Rejected Lenslets
195 In this study, we compared two approaches to deal with rejected
196 lenslets within the AO control loop. The first approach, re-
197 ferred to as “zeroing rejected,” is to set the slope of the rejected
198 lenslets such that there is no need to change the DM, i.e., set
199 si;x � 0 and si;y � 0 for lenslet I , if it is rejected. This approach
200 then calculates the actuator command using the same control
201 matrix during the whole imaging session. Zeroing the slopes
202 removes what may be noisy measurements, improving system
203 stability. However, this operation may impose constraints on
204 nearby areas of the DM, since the finite size of the influence
205 function of each mirror actuator will cause them to balance the

206apparently perfect wavefront outside the pupil with errors in-
207side the pupil. After zeroing the slopes of the rejected lenslets,
208we smoothed the transition between the area with valid mea-
209surements and the area where the slopes had been set to zero by
210applying a 2 × 2 median filter to the rejected lenslets’ slopes,
211providing a transition to the area of zeros, but leaving accepted
212lenslet errors unchanged.
213We refer to the second approach as “removing rejected.”
214This approach removes the rejected lenslets from the vector
215of slopes and from the corresponding rows of the influence
216matrix, i.e., eliminates si;x , si;y and Aij;x and Aij;y for
217j � 1; 2;…; m, if the lenslet i is rejected. With this approach,
218a new control matrix has to be calculated after each SH image
219acquisition. By recalculating the control matrix without the
220rows corresponding to rejected lenslets, we eliminate the influ-
221ence of these positions and effectively allow the control to act
222on only non-rejected lenslets. Even with the rows deleted, the
223system of equations will not be underdetermined for reasonable
224pupil sizes, since in the AO systems used for ophthalmological
225applications, the number of SH spots is usually larger than the
226number of actuators [16]. The algorithm to perform these cal-
227culations in each iteration (remove the rows of influence matrix
228and calculate the control matrix with the damped least-squares
229method) was programmed in C++ with Eigen [22].

230F. Data Collection in Model Eye and Healthy
231Subjects
232To test the performance of these algorithms in the absence of
233eye movements, we imaged a model eye composed of an
23480-mm focal length lens and a printed paper target. The physi-
235cal pupil diameter of the model eye was set to 6 mm, which
236corresponded to 16 × 16 lenslets in the SH plane. The control
237pupil, i.e., the region of the SH sensor available for the com-
238putation of slopes, was varied between 4.2 and 7.9 mm
239(11 × 11 to 21 × 21 lenslets on the SH plane, respectively),
240and sequences of 100 video frames covering a 2 × 2 degree
241region of the paper target were collected.
242The AO corrected image quality was calculated as the aver-
243age intensity of the images obtained about 15 s after starting the
244AO loop when the mirror position had converged on its final
245value. The convergence speed was estimated as the change in
246the intensity of the video frames with time after AO control was
247initiated. A sigmoid function of time was fit to the measured
248intensities, and the time to a value corresponding to 90% of the
249final intensity was used as a measure of convergence speed.
250In five young healthy subjects whose pupils were dilated
251with one drop of 1% tropicamide, images of the cone photo-
252receptor layer of the retina were obtained at 2, 5, and 9 deg
253eccentricity. Three short videos (100 frames, 3 s) were obtained
254at each retinal location. Images of the system controlling a pupil
255larger than those of the subjects were collected with the two
256approaches described previously for the model eye. The results
257were compared to a more standard approach, commonly used
258in AO retinal imaging systems, which restricts the control pupil
259size to be slightly smaller than the subject’s pupil [23].
260The captured videos were processed using software written
261in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts).
262Essentially the eye movements were removed from the images
263aligning the frames with a reference frame, and a video with a

F1:1 Fig. 1. (a) CCD image of the Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor.
F1:2 The green circle indicates the area monitored by the adaptive optics
F1:3 control algorithm. (b) Metric value of all the spots of the image.
F1:4 (c) Lenslets with metric above 0.5 were accepted (in green), and those
F1:5 with metric below 0.5 (in red) or in the pupil boundary (in blue) were
F1:6 marked for rejection. In the last image, the local slope errors for ac-
F1:7 cepted lenslets are drawn as vectors.
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264 stable image of the retina was created. The same area of the
265 image of the retina, of around 1 × 1 deg without blood vessels,
266 was located in all the videos, and the image quality in terms of
267 both average intensity and integrated power contained under
268 the Fourier transform (FT) of the image up to the diffraction
269 limit, omitting the DC power, 135 cycles per deg, was calcu-
270 lated in the selected area for each frame in the video and
271 averaged.

272 3. RESULTS

273 A fixed lenslet metric threshold of 0.5 was sufficient to detect
274 the pupil in both the model eye and all human subjects. The
275 quality metric of the lenslets conjugated with points inside
276 the pupil was approximately 0.6–0.7, and the quality metric
277 of the lenslets outside the pupil of the subject was about
278 0.2–0.3.

279 A. Image Quality in the Model Eye
280 The average intensity of the final images varied with the size of
281 the control pupil and the algorithm (Fig. 2). As expected, when
282 controlling pupils smaller than the pupil of the model eye, the
283 image quality increased with increasing control pupil size.
284 However, when the control pupil was larger than the model
285 eye pupil, the image quality dropped dramatically when all
286 the SH spots were used. Applying the modified control algo-
287 rithm where lenslets that did not meet the metric criterion were
288 rejected eliminated this drop in image quality. There was no
289 difference in terms of image quality between zeroing the slopes
290 of the rejected lenslets and removing their information from the
291 influence matrix.

292 B. Convergence in the Model Eye
293 Convergence time was approximately constant for the small
294 control pupils, but was quite variable, perhaps due to the
295 smaller number of lenslets contributing to the control.
296 However, convergence time varied depending on the control
297 algorithm for control regions larger than the eye’s pupil

298(Fig. 3). For larger control areas, removing the spots from
299the influence matrix maintained the convergence time, but
300zeroing the slopes of the rejected lenslets was slower.

301C. Automatic Pupil Selection and Image Quality
302in Subjects
303The metric threshold algorithm selected an area of the SH im-
304age that visually corresponded to the area of the pupil in the SH
305images (Fig. 4). To visualize the results of the algorithm, the
306lenslets with lenslet quality metrics below the threshold value
307were marked as rejected with red color, and within the un-
308marked lenslets, the edge was identified and marked as blue
309spots. While the images were recorded, changes in the pupil
310size of the subject as well as blinks were detected in real time
311(see Visualization 1).
312The diameter of the pupil of the subjects following dilation
313ranged from 6.5 to 8 mm, which corresponded to 16 × 16 and
31418 × 18 lenslets, respectively. The average image quality of the
315frames of the video captured using the proposed algorithms
316(setting the slope of the rejected lenslets to zero and removing
317the corresponding rows from the influence matrix) was com-
318pared with the average image quality of the video recorded

F2:1 Fig. 2. Final intensity of the model eye images as a function of the
F2:2 control pupil size for each of the control algorithms. If all the SH spots
F2:3 are used to control the AO loop, the best practice is to choose a pupil
F2:4 slightly smaller than the eye pupil, since the misinformation from areas
F2:5 outside the eye pupil decreases the image quality. When the rejected
F2:6 spots are excluded, the image quality is maintained, even when
F2:7 controlling pupil sizes larger than the eye’s pupil, which was 6 mm.
F2:8 The error bars represent the standard deviation of three repeated
F2:9 measurements.

F3:1Fig. 3. Convergence time estimated as the time elapsed between the
F3:2initiation of the adaptive optics algorithm and the moment when the
F3:3intensity on the images is 90% of the final intensity. The error bars
F3:4represent the standard deviation of three repeated measurements.

F4:1Fig. 4. Raw SH image (left) with a circle indicating the area of the
F4:2system pupil subtended by the AO system and processed image (right)
F4:3where the rejected lenslets are marked in red, and the lenslets identified
F4:4as pupil boundary are marked in blue. For the accepted lenslets
F4:5(green), the residual slopes are plotted as vectors. Changes in pupil
F4:6position, pupil size, and blinks were detected in real time (see
F4:7Visualization 1).
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319 using a fixed pupil of a size slightly smaller than the subject’s
320 pupil. Figure 5 shows the average of the ratio of intensities and
321 frequency content for the three locations on each subject, as
322 well as the average across subjects for the two approaches.
323 Values for the restricted pupil condition were used to normalize
324 each subject’s reflectance and thus were all 1.0.
325 A ratio less than 1 would indicate that the new approaches
326 did not generate better image quality than was obtained when
327 using the standard algorithm. The average ratio value was not
328 significantly different from 1 for any individual subject; how-
329 ever, on average, image quality was slightly improved with the
330 metric-based control. The average intensity ratio for zeroing
331 rejected lenslets and applying the median filter to transition
332 across the pupil edge was 1.06� 0.08 and for removing re-
333 jected lenslets from the control algorithm was 1.03� 0.09.
334 The average frequency content ratio was 1.01� 0.03 for
335 both the zeroing rejected and removing rejected lenslets
336 approach. The difference between the two algorithms in terms
337 of average image quality was not significant. Due to blinks and
338 eye motions, the convergence times for the human subjects
339 were variable and were not analyzed.

3404. DISCUSSION

341A spot quality metric combined with neighborhood rules for
342detecting the pupil boundary allows detection of the pupil us-
343ing the SH images and improves the practical control of AO
344retinal imaging in real time. The quality of the retinal images
345obtained when controlling the wavefront aberration over an
346area larger than the eye’s pupil was similar to the quality of
347the images obtained when the system’s pupil was restricted
348to an area slightly smaller than the subject’s actual pupil.
349This supports the value of the proposed algorithm for reducing
350aberrations while still using the maximum pupil size for a given
351subject without requiring intervention by the experimenter. In
352principle, this may allow the experimenter, and the system de-
353signer, to relax constraints on maintaining head position during
354imaging, making images more convenient to obtain and in-
355creasing the subject’s comfort. While we have not implemented
356a full system with a large system pupil, we have used the algo-
357rithm with patients with only a chin rest to good effect. The
358algorithm also automatically adjusts for drooping eye lids and
359blinks, as well as irregular pupil shapes.
360The use of SH images to track the location and the move-
361ment of the pupil has been used previously [9,10]. In our ap-
362proach, we do not explicitly calculate the movement or the size
363of the pupil, but rather we directly control for the impact of eye
364and head motions, as well as pupil size fluctuations, maintain-
365ing AO control during the pupil changes. While most AO sys-
366tems for retinal imaging have an algorithm to deal with the
367missing spots in the SH and to stop the loop when no light
368reaches the sensor, the literature on the algorithms used is
369scarce. In general, there are at least three causes for poor spot
370formation at the SH sensor. For instance, obscurations of the
371optics, by the pupil margin or a local obscuration such as cata-
372ract, could cause a decrease in the total light in the spot,
373allowing CCD background noise to dominate the computation
374of the centroid. Burns [18] proposed setting the slopes of the
375lenslets at locations with missing or very weak spots to zero,
376which can help with these types of errors. However, errors
377in centroids can also arise from scattering or reflections from
378the cornea or lens. The large depth of field of the SH lenslets
379can cause these to produce diffuse spots, resulting in an error in
380centroiding. The edges of the pupil can also cause erroneous
381slope estimates arising from partial illumination of lenslets,
382since the slope over part of the lenslet is treated as the average
383over the entire lenslet. An intensity criterion may not deal with
384these errors adequately. However, by using a metric based on
385the ratio between the sum of the intensity of the area surround-
386ing the spot and the sum of the intensity of the whole area
387corresponding to the lenslet and then applying neighborhood
388rules to detect the pupil boundary, we can base our wavefront
389correction on the best data available. This allows robust imag-
390ing under a range of imaging conditions. Since these calcula-
391tions can be performed in each iteration, a snapshot of the
392visible area of the pupil of the eye is obtained in every iteration
393of the loop automatically. In principle, this would allow the
394system to be built with a sufficiently large pupil to include
395the maximum pupil size across subjects, and the algorithm
396should quickly accommodate small head movements or eye
397rotations.

F5:1 Fig. 5. (a) Intensity and (b) frequency content change in the images
F5:2 when controlling a pupil larger than the subject’s pupil and rejecting
F5:3 lenslets by either zeroing their slopes (zeroing rejected, left) or remov-
F5:4 ing them from the influence matrix (removing rejected, right). The
F5:5 condition where the pupil size is restricted to the subject’s pupil is used
F5:6 as reference. The error bars represent the standard deviation of three
F5:7 repeated measurements.
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398 More complex rules are possible, but the two we used that
399 either set the rejected lenslet slope errors to zero and use a
400 constant control matrix, or generate a new control matrix at
401 each iteration of the loop by removing the rows corresponding
402 to the rejected lenslets produced results similar to shrinking
403 the control pupil to match the subject’s pupil. In addition,
404 at least for the model eye, convergence speed of the control
405 was not negatively affected for the second method. We did
406 not observe a reliable change in convergence speed for the hu-
407 man subjects, probably because changes in the aberration pat-
408 tern due to eye movements have a larger impact than the minor
409 improvement in convergence time. It is also important to note
410 that our mirror control algorithm is relatively simple, respond-
411 ing only proportionally to the current error, and not incorpo-
412 rating the rate of change in wavefront error nor long term
413 changes.
414 The final image quality of the videos in human subjects was
415 quantified using both the average intensities of the images,
416 since in a confocal system the intensity of the images is related
417 to the quality of the AO control [7,11,24] and the area under
418 the image FT up to the cutoff frequency of the average eye’s
419 pupil, 135 cycle/deg, obtaining similar results. That is, once
420 converged, all of the algorithms produced equivalent image
421 quality, and thus, the major advantage of the new algorithm
422 was in the ease of use.
423 We also investigated a more complex control. It has been
424 argued that the intensity of the image of each of the SH spots
425 can be used as a weight (estimating the measurement quality) to
426 obtain a better fit of the wavefront aberration [25]. We imple-
427 mented a similar approach, but found that in our AO control
428 system, it actually increased convergence times without signifi-
429 cantly improving the final image quality. Informally, this
430 seemed to occur because the weighting caused the correction
431 algorithm to first concentrate on the areas of the pupil with
432 the highest pupil metrics and the lowest wavefront errors
433 (i.e., areas with good optical quality, usually in the center of
434 the pupil), and in practice the most important region of the
435 pupil to concentrate correction on are the regions with the larg-
436 est wavefront errors. We thus also implemented a weighting
437 scheme that was inversely related to the metric, but this did
438 not improve the images, although we implemented only a sim-
439 ple linear relationship between metric and weight, and other
440 relationships may improve the control. Finally, it is important
441 to note that with the current algorithm, the aberrations are not
442 corrected in the areas where the lenslets were rejected, i.e., pupil
443 boundary and obscured areas, and that this may affect the qual-
444 ity of the retinal imaging. Probably an extrapolation of the
445 phase measurements from inside the pupil [11] could further
446 improve the images.
447 Another possible improvement would be to consider a full
448 model of the impact of the coupling between nearby actuators.
449 It is possible that part of the increased convergence time for
450 zeroing the wavefront error outside the pupil (Fig. 3) is that
451 points outside the eye’s pupil are dragging the movement of
452 the DM in areas conjugated to the pupil. The median filter
453 is designed to help with this problem by providing a signal
454 to change actuators around the edges without influencing
455 directly the measurements inside the pupil.

456In the human measurements, we found that a single metric
457threshold was sufficient for all the subjects, i.e., recalculation of
458the threshold was not needed for different subjects or when
459imaging different retinal locations. This threshold could require
460adjustment in an eye with very low optical quality or in an eye
461that reflects very little light, but to date this change has not been
462required. Though we have not performed a rigorous compari-
463son of the results using the algorithm and manually selecting
464the pupil size, we have used this algorithm with the removing
465rejected approach to image more than 60 diabetic patients,
466which included some eyes with intraocular lenses or small cort-
467ical or posterior subcapsular cataracts. An example for a patient
468with a localized subcapsular cataract is shown in Fig. 6, where it
469can be observed that the regions inside and around the cataract
470were correctly identified for rejection. While a full clinical in-
471vestigation is beyond the scope of the current paper, we think
472that the ability to use whatever portions of the pupil are “good
473enough” makes this approach promising for clinical applica-
474tions. In our system, we found that relaxing the need to select
475the right pupil size and center the pupil on the system helped
476streamline the collection of images.
477One possible limitation of enlarging the field of view of the
478SH wavefront sensor to sizes larger than the average eye’s pupil
479is that this would imply that, for a given pupil size, fewer lens-
480lets will be used to determine the wavefront error, and a smaller
481area of the DM would be used for correction. While this can be
482considered a drawback, error budget studies show that the lim-
483iting factor on the AO systems used in ophthalmology is not
484usually the number of lenslets [26], and technological changes
485are allowing the construction of DMs with higher numbers of
486actuators.

487Funding. National Institute of Health (P30EY019008,
488R01-EY024315, R01-EY04395); Foundation Fighting
489Blindness (FFB) (TA-CL-0613-0617-IND).

F6:1Fig. 6. Example of the automatic pupil detection algorithm in a
F6:26-mm diameter pupil diabetic patient with a localized posterior sub-
F6:3capsular cataract. (a) SH image, (b) depending on its metric, rejected
F6:4spots are marked in red, boundary spots in blue, and accepted lenslets
F6:5with its local slope are marked in green; (c) retinal imaging showing
F6:6artery walls.
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